
“TREE”MENDOUS POSTVISIT MATERIAL   

 

Thank you for visiting Millcreek MetroParks.  The naturalist staff suggests the following activities 

to further the study of trees with your students: 

 

Leaf Pictures (autumn activity) 

Take the students into the schoolyard to collect colorful autumn leaves.  If the leaves are damp, 

allow them to dry.  Pressing the leaves is a good idea.  Have the students glue or tape a few 

leaves to construction paper, then create pictures of animals or whatever they like, using the 

shapes of the leaves, and adding details with crayons or markers.  Be creative. 

 Maple Seed Mix-up 

Use the directions provided to play this fun game showing how trees are dependent, for their 

growth, upon the conditions in their environment. (Adapted from Naturescope: Trees Are 

Terrific!, National Wildlife Federation, 1985) 

 Poet-Tree 

On the enclosed activity sheet is an outline of a tree.  The students are to write a poem about 

trees inside of the tree shape.  If they prefer, they may write words describing trees.  For ideas 

to get the students thinking, see the information sheet, entitled Poet-Tree. You might like to 

have them write about their adopted tree. (Adapted from Project Learning Tree Environmental 

Education Guide, American Forest Foundation, 1994) 

 

 More Adopt-A-Tree Activities 

 

 Me & My Tree 

Take pictures of the students with their trees.  Have them create frames and include them in 

their “Adopt-a-Tree” notebooks. 

 Seasonal Trees 

If the class has observed their adopted trees through more than one season, have them do 

drawings or creative descriptions showing the changes throughout the year. 

 How Big Is Your Tree? 

In addition to helping students become more familiar with tree structures, these activities make 

a great math lesson in measurement, averaging and ratios.  Use the measuring activities 

described on the How Big is Your Tree? Instruction sheet with the entire class first.  Ideally, 

select a tree in an open area where its shadow can be seen.  Later, have the students try the 

same measuring activities with their adopted trees, recording their findings in their notebooks. 

To accomplish some measurements, they may also have to work in groups on the adopted 

trees.  (Adapted from Project Learning Tree Environmental Education Guide, American Forest 

Foundation, 1994; and from Botany for All Ages, Jorie Hunken and The New England Wild 

Flower Society, 1989) 

 

 

 



 

 



 



 



 


